PLASCON SELF-PRIMING ACRYLIC ROOFING PAINT

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
Plascon Self-Priming Acrylic Roof Paint is an acrylic water-based paint containing light-fast pigments and a special acrylic emulsion. It can be used directly on new galvanized sheets. It is easy to apply and has good coverage and opacity. It gives a nice semi-gloss smooth finish when two coats are applied. It can also be applied on old galvanized iron sheets, asbestos, wooden tiles and concrete tiles.

CHARACTERISTICS:
It is based on a flexible Acrylic Copolymer resin formulation incorporating high quality light-fast pigments.

ADVANTAGES:
Has excellent adhesion and weathering properties. The flexible film minimizes crazing when applied to bitumen-based substrates. It is quick-drying and easy to apply. Light shades reflect sunlight, reducing surface temperature. Economical and easy to maintain. Plascon Self-Priming Acrylic Roof Paint allows the substrate to breathe and can, therefore be applied to surfaces which still contain moisture.

FINISH:
Semi-gloss smooth finish

APPLICATION:
By brush or roller. For best results the application of 2 coats of Plascon Self-Priming Acrylic Roof Paint is recommended.

DRYING TIMES:
Re-coatable after 3-4 hours in dry conditions.

THINNING & MIXING:
The thinning of Plascon Self-Priming Roofing Paint is not recommended except when the product is to be applied to textured surfaces when a little clean water can be added to ease brushing. The product should be stirred well before use.

Toxic/Harmful

Dangerous for the Environment
PLASCON SELF-PRIMING ACRYLIC ROOFING PAINT

SPREADING CAPACITY: The Spreading capacity of Plascon Self-Primming Acrylic Roofing Paint will vary greatly depending on the porosity and profile of the surface. Spreading capacity, when applied to a smooth, non-porous surface, will be approximately 8-10 square metres per litre.

EQUIPMENT CLEANER: Water

COLOUR RANGE: Can be supplied in Green, Red and Dutch Blue. Other colours can be supplied on request.

PACK SIZES: 20 litres and 4 litres.

SURFACE PREPARATION: Prior to applying Plascon Self-Primming Acrylic Roofing Paint, ensure that the substrate is clean and dust free and it is in sound structural condition. When coating flat roof surfaces, ensure that all surface rain water is thoroughly removed and the surface allowed to dry out. The substrate may be damp but there must be no actively percolating water.

New Galvanized Iron and Aluminium surfaces require thorough degreasing with White Spirit before coating. Ensure that the surfaces are completely clean and dry. Galvanized Iron and Aluminium roof sheets that have not been allowed to weather for a minimum of six months, should be etched with Plascon Passivating Wash/Mordant Solution before painting commences.

For painting on asbestos sheets, ensure no dirt or loose flakes are present. Ensure substrate is clean from dirt. Wipe off the surface with a piece of cloth before applying Plascon Self-Primming Acrylic Roof Paint.
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